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“In a time where we mostly meet over screens, it feels wonderful to 
open up the doors to an inspiration room with several colleagues 
in the industry”, says Gotessons’ Marketing Director at Götessons 
Design Group Jessica Carlstein.

Continuing to conduct business and communicate via screens 
is a fact for Gotessons. At the same time, it’s a fantastic 
opportunity to offer a place where architects and customers 
can experience their products in a tactile and of course - safe 
- manner. You can find them at the central address Kyrkogatan 
20-22 i Göteborg together with their industry colleagues Ludwig 
Svensson, Englund-Gruppen, David design and A.M. Acoustics.

Together with textiles and curtains from Ludwig Svenssons’ 
range and beautiful floors and soft carpets from Englund-
Gruppen, Gotessons, A.M. Acoustics and David design can offer 
a holistic solution for the creative room. 

From Gotessons’ product range
This year Gotesson showed the news during their digital version 
of Stockholm Furniture Fair Among them, the new product 
series Moving Wall was showed; it also belongs to the brand new 
product category Storage. Another piece of news that can be 
tried out is the sound absorbing sofa with a roof - Time Out. 

Take part of Gotessons’ wide product range in the inspiration 
room, everything from fully eqipped desks with screens, lamps, 
electrical accessories, cable management and accessories; 
artificial plants; room in a room solutions such as Open Hut; 
ergonomic soft seating Office Ballz and award winning iQseat; 
Sketch writing board mounted on a sound absorbing floor screen 
with accessories in the Woodland-series and much more.

From A.M. Acoustics’ product range
The popular sound absorbent HONEY and WOODSTOCK for wall 
and PRINT with beautiful pictures are among the product found 
at the inspiration room from A.M Acoustics’ product range. 

From David design’s product range
David design offers a nice variation of products from their range 
in their inspiration room. There will for example be a bar with 
seating consisting of most of the brand’s chairs to make it easy 
to compare, try and experience them. Furthermore, there will be 
a mix of classic favourites such as Skift and Goliath and news like 
Planar, Portia Lounge, Winwood chair and table, Loop, Online and 
Polo. 

Book a visit
We open the doors at same time as our inauguration week of 
the inspiration room week 35. To receive visits in a safe way, 
we ask you to book an appointment with Gotessons sales 
representative,
Emma Ankarloo:
Telephone: +46 321-687759
E-mail: emma.ankarloo@gotessons.se

About Gotessons
Götessons Industri AB, founded 1984 by Ola Götesson, develops 
and manufactures products with a high degree of functionality, 
design and innovation for an ergonomic and comfortable work 
environment. End customer groups include offices, conference 
areas and hotels. Götessons’ products are sold through sales forces 
mainly in Europe. The group also compromises the subsidiary 
A.M. Acoustics in Falkenberg, active within manufacturing of 
environmentally friendly acoustic products to both school and 
nursery interior designers, architects and music studios.  
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